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Abstract 
We show, in particular, that if X is a locally compact second countable space without isolated 
points, then each point of the remainder of the space /?X is a nonnormality point of PX. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate nonnormality points of X”. 
Which open subspaces of compact Hausdorff spaces are normal? In particular, are 
complements of one-point sets normal subspaces? If removing the point p from a space 
results in obtaining a nonnormal subspace, then p is called a nonnormality point of the 
space. There are several simple proofs that, under CH, any point of w* is a nonnormality 
point of w* (cf. [7,8,6]). “Naively”, it is known only for special points of w*. If p 
is an accumulation point of some countable discrete subset of w*, or if p is a strong 
R-point, or if p is a Kunen’s-point, then p is a nonnormality point of w* (Blaszczyk and 
Szymanski [1], Gryzlov [S], van Douwen [4], respectively). 
A point p of X* is called remote if p +! clpx F for every nowhere dense subset F of 
X. This kind of points became popular after van Douwen’s papers [3] and [4] had been 
published. The existence of remote points in the remainders of ccc nonpseudocompact 
spaces with n-weight WI was proved by Dow [2]. 
In our paper, the following results are obtained. 
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Theorem 1.1. Let X be a locally compact Lindelofspace without isolated points, 
(a) If mw(X) = w and p E X* is remote, then p is a nonnormality point of X*. 
(b) Zf w(X) = w and P E X*, then p is a nonnormality point of /3X. 
To prove our theorem in full generality it is enough to prove it for spaces which are 
disjoint unions of countably many compact spaces because of the following 
Lemma 1.2. Let p E X*, where X is a locally compact Lindeliif space without isolated 
points. Then there exists a family {X,: n E w} of compact regularly closed subsets of 
X such that {Xn: n E w} is a discrete family and p E clgx U{X, n E w}. 
2. Proofs 
Let U C 2x. U is said to be strongly cellular if the closures (in :he space X) of its 
members are mutually disjoint. U is said to be discrete if for each point of X there is a 
neighborhood which intersects at most one member of U. 
Let X,, n E w, be compact Hausdorff spaces and let X = c X, be their free 
topological sum. The symbol /3X denotes the ?ech-Stone compactification of the space 
X. If Y C X is closed, then Y” = ~10,~ Y - Y. If U c X is open, then U, = 
PX \ clpx (X \ U). 
Let p E X*. The family U is said to be a p-chain if U is a countable discrete 
family of nonempty open subsets of the subspaces X, such that p E (UU),. Thus 
~0 = {X,: n E w} is a p-chain. 
Lemma 2.1. Let, for every i E w, Ui be a strongly cellular family of open subsets of 
Xi the union of which is dense in Xi. If p E X* is remote, then there is a p-chain 
7r C U{Ui: i E w}. 
For a given p E X* and p-chain x, 
B(p, rr) = n { clpx ( U S): S 2 T and S is a p-chain}; 
B is shortened to B(p). Let us notice that, for any p-chain 7r, B(p, r) is a closed subset 
of B(P). 
If [ is an ultrafilter on w, then the relation <c on ww defined by: 
g <E f iff {n E w: 9(n) < f(n)} E E 
is a linear order on ww. The cardinal Xc denotes the cofinality of (ww, <c), i.e., 
& = inf { IFI: vS~~w3f~~ 9 <E f}. 
If p E X*, then, c(p) = {A C w: p E clpx(U{X,: n E A})} is a free ultrafilter 
on w. 
Theorem 2.2. Let X,, n E w, be compact Hausdolffspaces each of which has a count- 
able r-weight and no isolated points, and let X = C X,. If p E X’ is remote, then 
X* \ {p} is not normal. In particulal; p is a nonnormality point of OX. 
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Proof. There exist families {P,,: n, m E w} satisfying the following conditions: 
6) P,, is a maximal strongly disjoint family of open subsets of X,, for each 
n,m E w; 
(ii) cl p,(,+i) = {cl U: U E P,(,+~J} is a refinement of P,, for each n, m E w; 
moreover, if U E P,,, then i{V E P,(,+I): V c U}l = w; 
(iii) U{Pnm: n,m E w} is a r-base in X. 
For any function g E ww, let S, = U{P,s(n): n E w}. Since US, is dense in X, 
there exists 7r9 C S, which is a p-chain. It follows from the definition that if g, f E ww 
and g q(n) f, then B(P, rg) 1 %A TP). 
Claim 1. n{B(p,7rg): g E “w} = {p}. 
Proof. Let x # p and let U be an open subset of PX such that p E U and x $ cl U. For 
each n E w, choose a maximal disjoint family S, of elements of the family U{Pnm: m E 
w} which are subsets of the set U n X,. Clearly, US, is dense in U n X,, for each 
n E w. Since p is remote, for each n E w there is a finite subfamily T, of S,, such that 
p E intp,y~lgx(U{UT~: n E w}). Let g(n) = max{m E w: T, n P,, # S}. Then 
B(p, rriTg) C cl U and therefore z $ B(p, rrg). The claim is proved. 0 
For any function g E ww, let Eg = U{X, \ UP,s(,): n E w}. It is a nowhere 
dense subset of X. It follows from the definition that if g, f E ww and g <F(P) f, then 
dE,nB(p) cclEfnB(p). 
Let {fa: (Y < At(,)} be cofinal in (ww, <ccP)) and such hat fa <c(p) fp, whenever 
o < ,5’ < Xc(n). It follows from a theorem of Dow, [2, Theorem], that L(p, Sfa) contains 
a remote point of /3X different from p; let yQ be such a point. Because of condition (ii), 
~l-q_+~ nB(p,rirfJ f 0; 1 e 2, E cl Efn+, n B(p, 7rfa). We set Y = {yn: (Y < XECp)} t 
and 2 = {za: cy < X((n)}. 
Claim 2. Zf K < A:(,) and g E ww, then cl Eg n cl{y,: CY < K} = 0. 
Proof. Let the family P,(,(,)+) be enumerated as {U,,: m E w}. Since ya is remote, 
for any LY < K there is a function fn E ww such that ya E intpx clpx(U{Unm: m < 
fa (n) and n E w}). If f E ww is such that fa <,c(~) f for each Q < n, then cl{y,: (Y < 
K} c cl(U(Un7n: m < f(n) and n E w}) and the latter set is disjoint from cl Eg. The 
claim is proved. 0 
It follows from the two claims that cl Y n cl 2 = {p}. This means that p is a b-point 
of X’. By a theorem of van Douwen, [3], X* \ {p} is not normal. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let X,. n E w. be compact Hausdorffspaces of countable weight and let 
X = C X,. Ifp E X* is not remote, then p is a nonnormaliq point of PX. 
Proof. Our goal is to show that p is a b-point of OX. This would do because X is 
normal. 
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Suppose that F is a closed nowhere dense subset of the space X such that p E cl F. 
The set cl F \ {p} is going to be one the sets witnessing that p is b-point. The other one 
is constructed in the following way. 
For each n E w, let {U,,: m E w} be an open base in the space X,. For each 
n,m E w, fix a point x,, E U,, \ F. Let {fa: (Y < Xc(,)} be cofinal in (ww, <c(P)) 
and such that fa <E(P) fo, whenever N < /3 < X,C(~). In addition, we choose fa to satisfy 
that F c U{Unm: m < fo(n)}. For each a: < Xc(,), Efa = {x,,: m < fa(n)}, 
Bf_ = {U,,: m < fa(n) and n E w}, and B, = n{cll_ja: 0 C Bfe andp E (Ua),}. 
Letz,EclE~_nB,.ThesetclZ\{p}, h w ere 2 = {z,: Q < Xt(p)}, is going to be 
the other set witnessing that p is b-point. 
The fact that cl F \ {p} and cl 2 \ {p} wi t ness that p is a b-point follows immediately 
from the following: 
To prove the latter, take an arbitrary point y different from p and let U be an open 
neighborhood of p such that y $ cl U. For every n E w there exists a finite family 
p?l c {UrVn: m E w} such that cl U n X, C UP, and y $ cl U{U P,: n E w}. Let 
g E ww be such that P, 5 {U,,: m < g(n)}. If Q: < Xc(,) is such that g <c(n) fa, 
then Y $ -%AB~_). 0 
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